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Abstract
Language usage varies across different demo-
graphic factors, such as gender, age, and ge-
ographic location. However, most existing
document classification methods ignore demo-
graphic variability. In this study, we exam-
ine empirically how text data can vary across
four demographic factors: gender, age, coun-
try, and region. We propose a multitask neural
model to account for demographic variations
via adversarial training. In experiments on
four English-language social media datasets,
we find that classification performance im-
proves when adapting for user factors.

1 Introduction

Different demographic groups can show sub-
stantial linguistic variations, especially in online
data (Goel et al., 2016; Johannsen et al., 2015).
These variations can affect natural language pro-
cessing models such as sentiment classifiers. For
example, researchers found that women were
more likely to use the word weakness in a positive
way, while men were more likely to use the word
in a negative expression (Volkova et al., 2013).

Models for text classification, the automatic cat-
egorization of documents into categories, typi-
cally ignore attributes about the authors of the
text. With the growing amount of text generated
by users online, whose personal characteristics are
highly variable, there has been increased atten-
tion to how user demographics are associated with
the text they write. Promising recent studies have
shown that incorporating demographic factors can
improve text classification (Volkova et al., 2013;
Hovy, 2015; Yang and Eisenstein, 2017; Li et al.,
2018). Lynn et al. (2017) refer to this idea as user
factor adaptation and proposed to treat this as a
domain adaptation problem in which demographic
attributes constitute different domains. We extend
this line of work in a number of ways:

• We assemble and publish new datasets con-
taining four demographic factors: gender, age,
country, and US region. The demographic at-
tributes are carefully inferred from profile in-
formation that is separate from the text data.

• We experiment with neural domain adaptation
models (Ganin et al., 2016), which may pro-
vide better performance than the simpler mod-
els used in prior work on user factor adaptation.
We also propose a new model using a multitask
framework with adversarial training.

• Our approach requires demographic attributes
at training time but not at test time: we learn
a single representation to be invariant to demo-
graphic changes. This approach thus requires
fewer resources than prior work.

In this study, we treat adapting across the de-
mographic factors as a domain work problem,
in which we consider each demographic factor
as a domain. We focus on four different de-
mographic factors (gender, age, country, region)
in four English-language social media datasets
(Twitter, Amazon reviews, Yelp hotel reviews, and
Yelp restaurant reviews), which contain text au-
thored by a diversity of demographic groups.

We first conduct an exploratory analysis of
how different demographic variables are associ-
ated with documents and document labels (Sec-
tion 2). We then describe a neural model for
the task of document classification that adapts to
demographic factors using a multitask learning
framework (Section 3). Specifically, the model is
trained to predict the values of the demographic at-
tributes from the text in addition to predicting the
document label. Experiments on four social media
datasets show that user factor adaptation is impor-
tant for document classification, and that the pro-
posed model works well compared to alternative
domain adaptation approaches (Section 4).
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2 Exploratory Analysis of User Factors

We begin with an empirical analysis of how text
is related to various demographic attributes of its
authors. We first present a description of the de-
mographic attributes. We then conduct qualitative
analyses of demographic variations within the col-
lected data on three cascading levels: document,
topic and word. The goal is to get a sense of the ex-
tent to which language data varies across different
user factors and how these factors might interact
with document classification. This will motivate
our adaptation methods later and provide concrete
examples of the user factors that we have in mind.

2.1 Data

We experiment with four corpora from three social
media sources:

• Twitter: Tweets were labeled with whether
they indicate that the user received an in-
fluenza vaccination (i.e., a flu shot) (Huang
et al., 2017), used in a recent NLP shared
task (Weissenbacher et al., 2018).

• Amazon: Music reviews from Amazon la-
beled with sentiment.

• Hotel: Hotel reviews from Yelp labeled with
sentiment.

• Restaurant: Restaurant reviews from Yelp
labeled with sentiment.

The latter three datasets were collected for this
study. All documents are given binary labels. For
the Amazon and Yelp data, we encode reviews
with a score >3 (out of 5) as positive and ≤3
as negative. For the Yelp data, we removed re-
views that had fewer than ten tokens or a helpful-
ness/usefulness score of zero.

2.1.1 User Attribute Inference
Previous work on user factor adaptation consid-
ered the factors of gender, age, and personal-
ity (Lynn et al., 2017). We similarly consider gen-
der and age, and instead of personality, we con-
sider a new factor of geographic location. For lo-
cation, we consider two granularities as different
factors, country and region.

These factors must be extracted from the data.
One of our goals is to infer these factors in a way
that is completely independent of the text used for
classification. This is in contrast with the approach

used by Lynn et al. (2017), who inferred the at-
tributes from the text of the users, which could ar-
guably confound the interpretation of the results,
as domains are defined using the same informa-
tion available to the classifier. Thus, we used only
information from user profiles to obtain their de-
mographic attributes.

Gender and Age. We inferred user gender and
age through the user’s profile image using the
Microsoft Facial Recognition API.1 Recent com-
parisons of different commercial face APIs have
found the Microsoft API to be the most accu-
rate (Jung et al., 2018) and least biased (Buo-
lamwini and Gebru, 2018). We filtered out users
that are inferred to be younger than 12 years old.
If multiple faces are in an image, we used the first
result from the API. Gender is encoded with two
values, male and female. For simplicity, we also
binarized the age values (≤30 and >30).

Country and Region. We define two factors
based on the location of the user. For the Twit-
ter data, we inferred the location of each user with
the Carmen geolocation system (Dredze et al.,
2013), which resolves the user’s location string in
their profile to a structured location. Because this
comes from the user profile, it is generally taken
to be the “home” location of the user. For Ama-
zon and Yelp, we collected user locations listed
in their profiles, then used pattern matching and
manual whitelisting to resolve the strings to spe-
cific locations (city, state, country). To construct
user factors from location data, we first created
a binary country variable to indicate if the user’s
country is the United States (US, the most com-
mon country in the data) or not. Among US users,
we resolved the location to a region. We follow the
US Census Bureau’s regional divisions (Bureau,
2012) to categorize the users into four regional cat-
egories: Northeast (NE), Midwest (MW), South
(S) and West (W). We labeled Washington D.C. as
northeast in this study; we excluded other territo-
ries of the US, such as Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin
Islands, since these locations do not contain much
data and do not map well to the four regions.

Accuracy of Inference Attributes inferred with
these tools will not be perfectly accurate. Al-
though such inaccuracies could lead to suboptimal

1https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/
services/cognitive-services/face/

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/face/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/face/
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training, this does not affect our classifier evalu-
ation, since we do not use demographic labels at
test time. Nonetheless, we provide a rough es-
timate of the accuracy of the attributes extracted
from faces. We randomly sampled 100 users
across our datasets. Two annotators reviewed each
image and guessed the gender and age of the user
(using our binary categories) based on the pro-
file image. A third annotator chose the final label
when the first two disagreed (annotators disagreed
on gender in 2% of photos and age in 15% of pho-
tos). Our final annotations agreed with the Face
API’s gender estimates 88% of the time across
the four datasets (ranging from 84% to 100%),
and age estimates 68% of the time across the four
datasets (ranging from 56% to 92%).

2.1.2 Data Summary

We show the data statistics along with the full
demographic distributions in the Table 1. While
our study does not require a representative sample
from the data sources, since our primary goal is
to evaluate whether we can adapt models to differ-
ent demographics, we observe some notable dif-
ferences between the demographics of our collec-
tion and the known demographics of the sources.
Namely, the percentage of female users is much
higher in our data than among Twitter users (Tien,
2018) and Yelp users (Yelp, 2018) as estimated
from surveys. This discrepancy could stem from
our process of sampling only users who had profile
images available for demographic inference, since
not all users provide profile photos, and those
who do may skew toward certain demographic
groups (Rose et al., 2012).

2.1.3 Privacy Considerations

While our data collection includes only public
data, due to the potential sensitivity of user pro-
file information, we stored only data necessary for
this study. Therefore, we anonymized the personal
information and deleted user images after retriev-
ing the demographic attributes from the Microsoft
API. We only include aggregated information in
this paper and do not publish any private informa-
tion associated with individuals including exam-
ple reviews. The dataset that we share will include
our model inferences but not the original image
data; instead, the dataset will provide instructions
on how the data was collected in enough detail that
the approach can be replicated.

2.2 Are User Factors Encoded in Text?
It is known that the user factors we consider are as-
sociated with variability in language, including in
online content (Hovy, 2015). For example, age af-
fects linguistic style (Wagner, 2012), and language
styles are highly associated with the gender of on-
line users (Hovy and Purschke, 2018). Dialectical
differences also cause language variation by loca-
tion; for example, “dese” (these) is more common
among social media users from the Southern US
than other regions of the US (Goel et al., 2016).

Our goal in this section is to test whether these
variations hold in our particular datasets, how
strong the effects are, and which of our four fac-
tors are most associated with language. We do this
in two ways, first by measuring predictability of
factors from text, and second by qualitatively ex-
amining topic differences across user groups.

2.2.1 User Factor Prediction
We explore how accurately the text documents can
predict user demographic factors. We do this by
training classifiers to predict each factor. We first
downsample without replacement to balance the
data for each category. We shuffle and split the
data into training (70%) and test (30%) sets. We
then build logistic regression classifiers using TF-
IDF-weighted 1-, 2-, and 3-grams as features. We
use scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) to imple-
ment the classifiers and accuracy scores to mea-
sure the predictability. We show the absolute im-
provements of scores in Table 2.

The results show that user factors are encoded
in text well enough to be predicted significantly.
Twitter data shows the best predictability towards
age, and the two Yelp datasets show strong classi-
fication results for both gender and country. We
also observe that as the data size increases, the
predictability of language usage towards demo-
graphic factors also increases. These observations
suggest a connection between language style and
user demographic factors in large corpora.

2.2.2 Topic Analysis
We additionally examine how the distribution of
text content varies across demographic groups. To
characterize the content, we represent the text with
a topic model. We trained a Latent Dirichlet Allo-
cation (Blei et al., 2003) model with 10 topics us-
ing GenSim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) with de-
fault parameters. After training the topic model,
each document d is associated with a probability
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# Docs # Users
Gender Age Country Region
F M ≤30 >30 US ¬US NE MW S W

Twitter 9.8K 9.8K .575 .425 .572 .428 .772 .228 .104 .120 .145 .631
Amazon 40.4K 34.3K .333 .667 .245 .755 .900 .100 .097 .096 .132 .675

Hotel 169K 119K .576 .424 .450 .550 .956 .044 .297 .166 .271 .266
Restaurant 713K 811K .547 .453 .451 .549 .892 .108 .305 .181 .302 .212

Table 1: Dataset statistics including user demographic distributions for four user factors.

Gender Age Country Region
Demographic Factors

Topic 0

Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 4

Topic 5

Topic 6

Topic 7

Topic 8

Topic 9

To
pi

c 
Ra

tio
s

0.224 0.011 -0.043 -0.017
-0.065 0.162 -0.040 0.049
-0.392 0.256 0.042 -0.183
-0.336 -0.584 0.134 0.069
-0.140 0.831 -0.230 0.413
-0.642 0.175 0.026 -0.559
-0.436 1.000 -1.597 0.912
0.124 -1.262 0.498 -0.176
0.564 -2.391 0.851 0.367
0.218 -0.669 0.100 0.208

Twitter

Gender Age Country Region
Demographic Factors

Topic 0

Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 4

Topic 5

Topic 6

Topic 7

Topic 8

Topic 9

To
pi

c 
Ra

tio
s

0.193 -0.077 0.140 0.005
0.211 0.007 0.040 0.020
0.041 0.009 -0.080 0.079
-0.097 -0.035 -0.132 0.027
-0.176 -0.108 -0.140 0.033
-0.411 0.009 -0.162 -0.152
-0.405 0.095 -0.017 -0.055
-0.487 0.269 -0.006 -0.267
-1.422 0.091 0.778 -0.504
0.215 0.414 0.667 -0.058

Amazon

Gender Age Country Region
Demographic Factors

Topic 0

Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 4

Topic 5

Topic 6

Topic 7

Topic 8

Topic 9

To
pi

c 
Ra

tio
s

-0.209 0.102 -0.136 -0.061
0.043 -0.016 0.023 0.016
0.028 0.030 0.045 0.032
0.093 -0.032 0.068 -0.002
0.239 -0.165 0.068 0.009
0.348 -0.200 0.294 0.103
0.261 -0.181 0.331 0.280
0.258 -0.348 0.490 0.122
0.435 -0.345 0.096 0.393
0.645 -1.323 1.000 -3.914

Yelp Hotel

Gender Age Country Region
Demographic Factors

Topic 0

Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 4

Topic 5

Topic 6

Topic 7

Topic 8

Topic 9

To
pi

c 
Ra

tio
s

-0.123 0.015 -0.270 -0.005
0.027 0.018 0.169 0.044
-0.038 0.021 0.200 0.010
-0.019 0.025 0.089 -0.018
0.099 -0.027 0.020 -0.025
0.232 -0.108 -0.012 -0.045
0.415 -0.176 -0.086 -0.077
0.501 -0.286 -0.305 -0.182
0.097 -0.049 -0.197 0.102
-0.092 0.340 -0.992 -0.064

Yelp Restaurant

Figure 1: Topic distribution log ratios. A value of 0 means that demographic groups use that topic in equal amounts,
while values away from 0 mean that the topic is discussed more by one demographic group than the other group(s)
in that factor.

Gender Age Country Region
Twitter +9.6 +15.3 +9.0 +3.3

Amazon +15.2 +12.2 +18.0 +13.0
Hotel +17.2 +10.9 +25.4 +11.6

Restaurant +19.0 +13.2 +32.8 +17.5

Table 2: Predictability of user factors from language
data. We show the absolute percentage improvements
in accuracy over majority-class baselines. For example,
the majority-class baselines of accuracy scores are ei-
ther .500 for the binary prediction or .250 for the region
prediction.

distribution over the 10 topics. The model learns
a multinomial topic distribution P (Z|D) from a
Dirichlet prior, where Z refers to each topic and
D refers to each document. For each demographic
group, we calculate the average topic distribu-
tion across the documents from that group. Then
within each factor, we calculate the log-ratio of
the topic probabilities for each group. For exam-
ple, for topic k for the gender factor, we calculate
log2

P (Topic=k|Gender=female)
P (Topic=k|Gender=male) . The sign of the log-

ratio indicates which demographic group is more
likely to use the topic. We do this for all factors;
for region, we simply binarize the four values for
the purpose of this visualization (MW + W vs. NE
+ S). Results are shown in Figure 1.

The topic model was trained without remov-
ing stop words, in case stop word usage varies
by group. However, because of this, the topics
all look very similar and are hard to interpret,

so we do not show the topics themselves. What
we instead want to show is the degree to which
the prevalence of some topics varies across de-
mographic attributes, which are extracted indepen-
dently from the text used to train the topic models.
We see that while most topics are fairly consistent
across demographic groups, most datasets have at
least a few topics with large differences.

2.3 Are Document Categories Expressed
Differently by Different User Groups?

While text content varies across different user
groups, it is a separate question whether those
variations will affect document classification. For
example, if men and women discuss different top-
ics online, but express sentiment in the same way,
then those differences will not affect a sentiment
classifier. Prior work has shown that the way peo-
ple express opinions in online social media does
vary by gender, age, geographic location, and po-
litical orientation (Hinds and Joinson, 2018); thus,
there is reason to believe that concepts like sen-
timent will be expressed differently by different
groups. As a final exploratory experiment, we now
consider whether the text features that are predic-
tive of document categories (e.g., positive or neg-
ative sentiment) also vary with user factors.

To compare how word expressions vary among
the demographic factors, we conduct a word-
level feature comparison. For each demographic
group, we collect only documents that belong to
that group and then calculate the n-gram features
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Twitter Amazon Hotel Restaurant
Data

Gender

Age

Country

Region

De
m

og
ra

ph
ic 

Fa
ct

or
s

0.644 0.888 0.932 0.926

0.638 0.910 0.952 0.960

0.782 0.866 0.912 0.916

0.662 0.808 0.922 0.910

Figure 2: Overlap in most predictive classification fea-
tures across different demographic groups, calculated
for each demographic factor and each dataset. Darker
color indicates less variation in word usage across de-
mographic groups.

(same features as in Section 2.2) that are most as-
sociated with the document class labels. Using
mutual information, we select the top 1,000 fea-
tures for each attribute. Then within each demo-
graphic factor (e.g., gender), we calculate the per-
centage of top 1,000 features that overlap across
the different attribute values in that factor (e.g.,
male and female). Specifically, if S0 is the set of
top features for one attribute and S1 is the set of
top features for another attribute, the percent over-
lap is calculated as |S0 ∩ S1|/1000. Results are
shown in Figure 2. Lower percentages indicate
higher variation in how different groups express
the concepts being classified (e.g., sentiment). The
Twitter data shows the most variation while the
Yelp hotel data shows the least variation.

3 Model

Models for user factor adaptation generally treat
this as a problem of domain adaptation (Volkova
et al., 2013; Lynn et al., 2017). Domain adap-
tation methods are used to learn models that can
be applied to data whose distributions may differ
from the training data. Commonly used methods
include feature augmentation (Daume III, 2007;
Joshi et al., 2013; Huang and Paul, 2018) and
structural correspondence learning (Blitzer et al.,
2006), while recent approaches rely on domain ad-
versarial training (Ganin et al., 2016; Chen et al.,
2016; Liu et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018). We
borrow concepts of domain adaptation to construct
a model that is robust to variations across user fac-
tors.

In our proposed Neural User Factor Adapta-
tion (NUFA) model, we treat each variable of in-
terest (demographic attributes and document class
label) as a separate, but jointly modeled, predic-
tion task. The goal is to perform well at predict-
ing document classes, while the demographic at-
tribute tasks are modeled primarily for the purpose
of learning characteristics of the demographic
groups. Thus, the model aims to learn discrimina-
tive features for text classification while learning
to be invariant to the linguistic characteristics of
the demographic groups. Once trained, this clas-
sifier can be applied to test documents without re-
quiring the demographic attributes.

Concretely, we propose the multitask learning
framework in Figure 3. The model extracts fea-
tures from the text for the demographic attribute
prediction tasks and the classification task, as well
as joint features for all tasks in which features
for both demographics and document classes are
mapped into the same vector space. Each fea-
ture space is constructed with a separate Bidi-
rectional Long Short-Term Memory model (Bi-
LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).

Because language styles vary across groups, as
shown in Section 2.2, information from each task
could be useful to the other. Thus, our intuition
is that while we model the document and de-
mographic predictions as independent tasks, the
shared feature space allows the model to transfer
knowledge from the demographic tasks to the text
classification task and vice versa.

However, we want to keep the feature space
such that the features are predictive of document
classes in a way that is invariant to demographic
shifts. To avoid learning features for the document
classifier that are too strongly associated with user
factors, we use adversarial training. The result is
that the demographic information is encoded pri-
marily in the features used for the demographic
classifiers, while learning invariant text features
that work across different demographic groups for
the document classifier.

Domain Sampling and Model Inputs. Our
model requires all domains (demographic at-
tributes) to be known during training, but not all
attributes are known in our datasets. Instead of
explicitly modeling the missing data, we simply
sample documents where all user attributes of in-
terest are available. At test time, this limitation
does not apply because only the document text is
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Figure 3: Neural User Factor Adaptation (NUFA) model. NUFA optimizes for two major tasks, demographic
prediction (blue blocks and arrows) and text classification (light orange blocks and arrows). During the training
phase, documents labeled with demographic information go through the demographic classifier, and documents
with class labels go through the document classifier. This helps NUFA learn representations that are useful for
classifying documents versus representations that are useful for predicting demographics. At test time, documents
are given only to the document classifier, leaving out the demographic classifiers.

required as input to the document classifier.

Shared Embedding Space. We use a common
embedding layer for both document and demo-
graphic factor predictions. The goal is that the
trained embeddings will capture the language vari-
ations that are associated with the demographic
groups as well as document labels. Parameters are
initialized with pre-trained embeddings (Mikolov
et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014).

K+2 Bi-LSTMs. We combine ideas from two
previous works on domain adaptation (Liu et al.,
2017; Kim et al., 2017). Kim et al. (2017) pro-
posedK+1 Bi-LSTMs, whereK is the number of
domains, and Liu et al. (2017) proposed to com-
bine shared and independent Bi-LSTMs for each
prediction task. In our model, we create one inde-
pendent Bi-LSTM for each demographic domain
(blue), one independent Bi-LSTM for the docu-
ment classifier (orange), and one shared Bi-LSTM
that is used in both the demographic prediction
and document classification tasks (yellow). The
intuition is to transfer learned information to one
and the other through this shared Bi-LSTM while
leaving some free spaces for both document la-
bel and demographic factors predictions. We then
concatenate outputs of the shared LSTM with each
task-independent LSTM together. This helps the
text classifier capture demographic knowledge.

Demographic Classifier. We adjust the degree
to which the demographic classifiers can discrimi-
nate between attributes. To find a balance between
the invariant knowledge and differences across
user demographic factors, we apply domain adver-
sarial training (Ganin et al., 2016) (the blue block
indicating the “gradient reversal layer”) to each
domain prediction task. The predictions use the
final concatenated representations, where the pre-
diction is modeled with a softmax function for the
region and a binary sigmoid function for the other
user demographic factors.

Document Classifier. We feed the concatenated
outputs of the document and shared Bi-LSTMs to
one layer feed-forward network (the orange block
indicating the “dense layer”). Finally, the docu-
ment classifier outputs a probability via a sigmoid.

Joint Multitask Learning. We use the categor-
ical cross-entropy loss to optimize the K + 1 pre-
diction tasks jointly. One question is how to as-
sign importance to the multiple tasks. Because
our target is document classification, we assign
a cost to the domain prediction loss (Ldomain).
Each prediction task has its own weight, αk. The
final loss function is defined as L = Ldoc +∑K

k=1 αkLdomain,k. In summary, the proposed
model learns and adapts to user demographic fac-
tors through three aspects: shared embeddings,
shared Bi-LSTMs, and joint optimization.
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4 Experiments

We experiment with document classification on
our four corpora using various models. Our goal
is to test whether models that adapt to user factors
can outperform models that do not, and to under-
stand which components of models can facilitate
user factor adaptation.

4.1 Data Processing

We replaced hyperlinks, usernames, and hashtags
with generic symbols. Documents were lower-
cased and tokenized using NLTK (Bird and Loper,
2004). The corpora were randomly split into train-
ing (80%), development (10%), and test (10%)
sets. We train the models on the training set and
find the optimal hyperparameters on the develop-
ment set. We randomly shuffle the training data at
the beginning of each training epoch. The evalua-
tion metric is weighted F1 score.

4.2 Baselines: No Adaptation

We compare to three standard classifiers that do
not perform adaptation.

N-gram. We extract TF-IDF-weighted features
of 1-, 2-, and 3-grams on the corpora, using the
most frequent 15K features with the minimum fea-
ture frequency as 2. We trained a logistic regres-
sion classifier using the SGDClassifier imple-
mentation in scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
using a batch size of 256 and 1,000 iterations.

CNN. We used Keras (Chollet et al., 2015)
to implement the Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) classifier described in Kim (2014). To keep
consistent, we initialize the embedding weight
with pre-trained word embeddings (Mikolov et al.,
2013; Pennington et al., 2014). We only keep the
15K most frequent words and replace the rest with
an “unk” token. Each document was padded to a
length of 50. We keep all parameter settings as de-
scribed in the paper. We fed 50 documents to the
model each batch and trained for 20 epochs.

Bi-LSTM. We build a bi-directional Long
Short Term Memory (bi-LSTM) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) classifier. The classifier is
initialized with the pre-trained word embeddings,
and we initialize training with the same parame-
ters used for the NUFA.

4.3 Adaptation Models

We consider two baseline domain adaptation mod-
els that can adapt for user factors, a non-neural
method and a neural model. We then provide the
training details of our proposed model, NUFA. Fi-
nally, we consider two variants of NUFA that ab-
late components of the model, allowing us to eval-
uate the contribution of each component.

FEDA. Lynn et al. (2017) used a modifica-
tion of the “frustratingly easy” domain adaptation
(FEDA) method (Daume III, 2007) to adapt for
user factors. We use a modification of this method
where the four user factors and their values are
treated as domains. We first extract domain-
specific and general representations as TF-IDF-
weighted n-gram (1-, 2, 3-grams) features. We
extract the top 15K features for each domain
and the general feature set. With this method,
the feature set is augmented such that each fea-
ture has a domain-specific version of the feature
for each domain, as well as a general domain-
independent version of the feature. The fea-
tures values are set to the original feature val-
ues for the domain-independent features and the
domain-specific features that apply to the doc-
ument, while domain-specific features for docu-
ments that do not belong to that domain are set
to 0. For example, using gender as a domain, a
training document with a female author would be
encoded as [Fgeneral, Fdomain,female, 0], while a
document with a male author would be encoded
as [Fgeneral, 0, Fdomain,male]. Different from prior
work with FEDA for user-factor adaptation, at test
time we only use the general, domain-independent
features; the idea is to learn a generalized feature
set that is domain invariant. This is the same ap-
proach we used in recent work using FEDA to
adapt classifiers to temporal variations (Huang and
Paul, 2018).

DANN. We consider the domain adversarial
training network (Ganin et al., 2016) (DANN) on
the user factor adaptation task. We use Keras
to implement the same network and deploy the
same pre-trained word embeddings as in NUFA.
We then set the domain prediction as the demo-
graphic factors prediction and keep the document
label prediction as the default. We train the model
with 20 epochs with a batch size of 64. Finally,
we use the model at the epoch when the model
achieves the best result on the development set for
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the final model.

NUFA. We initialize the embedding weights by
the pre-trained word embeddings (Mikolov et al.,
2013; Pennington et al., 2014) with 200 dimen-
sional vectors. All LSTMs are fixed outputs as
200-dimension vectors. We set the dropout of
LSTM training to 0.2 and the flip gradient value
to 0.01 during the adversarial training. The dense
layer has 128 neurons with ReLU activation func-
tion and dropout of 0.2. User factors and docu-
ment label predictions are optimized jointly using
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a learning rate
of 0.001 and batch size of 64. We train NUFA
for up to 20 epochs and select the best model on
the development set. For single-factor adaptation
(next section), we set α to 0.1; for multi-factor
adaptation, we use a heuristic for setting α de-
scribed in that section. We implemented NUFA
in Keras (Chollet et al., 2015).

NUFA–s. To understand the role of the shared
Bi-LSTM in our model, we conduct experiments
on NUFA without the shared Bi-LSTM. We follow
the same experimental steps as NUFA and denote
it as NUFA−s (NUFA minus shared Bi-LSTM).

NUFA–a. To understand the role of the adver-
sarial training in our model, we conduct experi-
ments of the NUFA without adversarial training,
denoted as NUFA−a (NUFA minus adversarial).

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Single-Factor Adaptation
We first consider user factor adaptation for each of
the four factors individually. Table 3 shows the re-
sults. Adaptation methods almost always outper-
form the non-adaptation baselines; the best adap-
tation model outperforms the best non-adaptation
model by 1.5 to 5.5 points. The improvements
indicate that adopting the demographic factors
might be beneficial for the classifiers. User fac-
tor adaptation thus appears to be important for text
classification.

Comparing the adaptation methods, our pro-
posed model (NUFA) is best on three of four
datasets. On the Hotel dataset, the n-gram model
FEDA is always best; this seems to be a dataset
where neural methods perform poorly, since even
the n-gram baseline with no adaptation often out-
performed the various neural models. Whether a
neural model is the best choice depends on the

Twitter Amazon Hotel Rest.
No Adaptation

N-gram .866 .793 .857 .866
CNN .879 .776 .825 .846

Bi-LSTM .869 .776 .842 .875
Adaptation (Gender)

FEDA .814 .809 .865 .874
DANN .864 .832 .813 .855

NUFA−s .880 .845 .857 .869
NUFA−a .874 .842 .852 .868

NUFA .886 .844 .854 .881
Adaptation (Age)

FEDA .813 .801 .865 .873
DANN .856 .824 .811 .851

NUFA−s .872 .843 .850 .879
NUFA−a .882 .841 .852 .878

NUFA .885 .839 .857 .880
Adaptation (Country)

FEDA .826 .768 .865 .877
DANN .868 .828 .827 .855

NUFA−s .882 .844 .854 .879
NUFA−a .880 .838 .855 .877

NUFA .896 .843 .854 .879
Adaptation (Region)

FEDA .826 .780 .864 .869
DANN .875 .825 .823 .852

NUFA−s .874 .833 .854 .878
NUFA−a .882 .838 .854 .875

NUFA .893 .848 .853 .880

Table 3: Performance (weighted F1) of no adaptation
and single user factor adaptation. For each dataset,
the best score within each demographic domain is ital-
icized; the best score overall is bolded.

dataset, but among the neural models, NUFA al-
ways outperforms DANN. Finally, the full NUFA
model most often outperforms the variants with-
out the shared Bi-LSTM (NUFA−s) and without
adversarial training (NUFA−a).

4.4.2 Multi-Factor Adaptation
Finally, we experiment with adapting to all four
user factors together. Recall that each domain pre-
diction task in NUFA is weighted by αk. Initially,
we simply used a uniform weighting, αk = α/K,
but we find that we can improve performance with
non-uniform weighting. Because optimizing the α
vector would be expensive, we instead propose a
heuristic that weighs the domains based on how
much each domain is expected to influence the
text. We define αk = sk/(

∑
k′ sk′), where sk
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Twitter Amazon Hotel Rest.
Baseline Adaptation

FEDA .806 .778 .867 .869
DANN .880 .828 .830 .858

Proposed Model
NUFA .887 .848 .853 .879

NUFA+w .901 .852 .855 .885

Table 4: Results of adaptation for all four user factors.

is the F1 score of demographic attribute predic-
tion for domain k from Table 2. We denote this
method as NUFA+w, which refers to this addi-
tional weighting process.

Table 4 shows that combining all user factors
provides a small gain over single-factor adapta-
tion; the best multi-factor result is higher than
the best single-factor result for each dataset. As
with single-factor adaptation, FEDA works best
for the Hotel datasets, while NUFA+w works best
for the other three. Without adding weighting
to NUFA, the multi-factor performance is com-
parable to single-factor performance; thus, task
weighting seems to be critical for good perfor-
mance when combining multiple factors.

5 Related Work

Demographic prediction is a common task in
natural language processing. Research has shown
that social media text is predictive of demographic
variables such as gender (Rao et al., 2010, 2011;
Burger et al., 2011; Volkova et al., 2015) and loca-
tion (Eisenstein et al., 2010; Wing and Baldridge,
2011, 2014). Our work is closely related to these,
as our model also predicts demographic variables.
However, in our model the goal of demographic
prediction is primarily to learn representations that
will make the document classifier more robust to
demographic variations, rather than the end goal
being demographic prediction itself.

Demographic bias has been shown to be en-
coded in machine learning models. Word em-
beddings, which are widely used in classification
tasks, are prone to learning demographic stereo-
types. For example, a study by Bolukbasi et al.
(2016) found that the word “programmer” is more
similar to “man” than “woman,” while “reception-
ist” is more similar to “woman.” To avoid learn-
ing biases, researchers have proposed adding de-
mographic constraints (Zhao et al., 2017) or using
adversarial training (Elazar and Goldberg, 2018).

While our work is not focused specifically on re-
ducing bias, our goals are related to it in that our
models are meant to learn document classifiers
that are invariant to author demographics.

6 Conclusion

We have explored the issue of author demograph-
ics in relation to document classification, showing
that demographics are encoded in language, and
the most predictive features for document classi-
fication vary by demographics. We showed that
various domain adaptation methods can be used
to build classifiers that are more robust to demo-
graphics, combined in a neural model that out-
performed prior approaches. Our datasets, which
contain various attributes including those inferred
through facial recognition, could be useful in other
research (Section 5). We publish our datasets2 and
source code.3
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